
Jacket Polycotton Working Custom Work, New Uniform Design Work and Jacket
 
Technical data:

Details Jacket Power Size From S to XXXL Size European

ZIP PVC zipper, nylon zipper, zipper brass

Colour Orange / Red / Army green.Other color is also
aviable.

Sex Men

pockets Two breast pockets, two side pockets, shoulder
pocket

Choose fabric 80% polyester, 20% cotton / 65% polyester, 35%
cotton / 100% polyester

fabric Weight 190-240g / ㎡

bur Velcro cuffs and pockets

reflective tape reflective strips on the shoulder and arm

Market Market Europe, America market, Africa, the Middle
East market

Pass Outdoor

Production quality stitching Individual seams, double seams and triple seams

packaging Normal Polybag 1 pc / Normal polybag

Cardboard 20pcs / carton

POM 48cm * 38cm * 23cm

series
Recommendation

pants, vests, bibpants, suit

Attempt We can provide you samples.It will take about 10 working days, as
usual.

Supply Supply provide the OEM.





Competitive advantages:
As one of the leading manufacturers of security products in Wuhan, China for over 11 years, mainly we
produce and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and the Middle East.Two Designers
pattern over 20 years of experience. The latest program to create patterns, efficient and precise. Eight QC
inspector amount of cutting, sewing, packaging, Ironing all the way, about two hundred workers 10-15
years of experience, strong accountability mechanisms.
1. We have the experience of about 11 years, our maket are located in the central maket Eastern Europe,
South America, Europe and so on.
2. We have a design department, our projects constantly develop new products based on market demand.
3. professional technicians enable us to provide accurate samples in accordance with the requirements of
customers in time.
4. After placing an order, quality control is strictly carried out from beginning to end.
5.We select qualified suppliers of fabric, accessaries and packaging materials.
6. The material will be strictly controlled when they arrive at the factory.
7.Our annual production capacity is 100,000 ---- 120,000pcs per month.
 



Description
* 2 chest pockets with Velcro
* 2 side pockets 
* One sleeve pocket
* Closure of a long zipper Nylon
 
Apps:
 

Places Industry Oil, gas station, mining, offshore, road, factory, electric, sanitation
worker, logistics, Gardening

Building Construction worker, builder, cleaner

Logistics The driver, porter, courier, transport workers, supermarket

 

 

 


